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Abstract: Rainfall is one of the most important sources of 

water on earth supporting the existence of the majority of 

living organisms. Time series analysis, modeling and 

forecasting constitutes a tool of paramount importance 

with reference to a wide range of scientific purposes in 

meteorology (e.g. precipitation, humidity, temperature, 

solar radiation, floods and draughts). Chios island, in 

general, suffers shortages of freshwater leading the local 

municipal authoriries to employ a desalination plant in 

order to cover water needs of the local population. Karyes 

village, Chios island, is abundant of freshwater springs, 

enriched every year by the rainfall occured over the 

district, feeding, in turn, enhanced by the local geological 

patterns, some high quality freshwater acquiring spots into 

the capital of Chios and thus constitutes a very important 

freshwater source of the entire Chios island itself.  The 

present research applies the Box-Jenkins approach, 

employing SARIMA (Seasonal Autorregressive Integrated 

Moving Average) model to perform short term forecasts of 

monthly rainfall in Karyes village, Prefecture of Chios 

island, Region of North-Aegean Sea, Central-Eastern 

Greece, Central-Eastern Mediterranean Basin, modeling 

past rainfall time series components structure and 

predicting future quantities in accordance to the past. The 

model which is mostly fit to both describe the past rainfall 

data and thus generate the most reliable future forecasts is 

selected rated by means of the R-squared, Stationary R-

squared, R.M.S.E., M.AP.E., M.A.E. and Normalized BIC- 

model evaluation criteria. The conclusions of this research 

will provide local authorities (e.g. General Secretariat for 

Civil Protection, European Center for Forest Fires, Deputy 

Governor of Agricultural Economy, daily fire risk maps 

designers, hydraulic, irrigation and environmental 

engineers, city inhabitants, farmers etc.) to develop 

strategic plans, policies and appropriate use of available 

water resources in Karyes village, Chios island district. 

Keywords: Rainfall time series forecasting, auto 

regressive moving average models, trend, seasonality, 
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1. Introduction 

Rainfall can be definitely considered as a non-linear natural 

process raising significant difficulties especially while trying 

to forecast future values. Climate changes also provoke 

unfavorable conditions, worsening the problem causing the 

rainfall patterns to shift, sometimes quickly, from one state to 

another. Agricultural policy, crop engineering, tourism 

perspectives, flood protection civil works scheduling, 

rainwater harvesting strategy, urban water manipulation 

strategy, water storage reservoir capacity design and a great 

number of other pluralistic activities related to water resources 

management are strongly influenced by both short-term as 

well as long-term rainfall predictions and forecasts. A variety 

of statistical procedures are often employed to forecast rainfall 

amounts. One of the mostly widespread methods for time 

series data analysis is that elaborated within the general 

context of stochastic hydrology [1], also bearing the name of 

SARIMA (Seasonal Autoregressive Integrated Moving 

Average). SARIMA modeling technique has been applied 

worldwide on a great number of not only financial but 

additionally, hydrological time series data in order to forecast 

rainfall data, water reservoir inflow/outflow discharge patterns 

as well as river flows modeling [2]. 

2. Methodology 

2.1. Study area 

With the view to investigate rainfall patterns in Karves 

countryside village area, located within the central sector 

(north eastern section) of Chios Island (six kilometers far 

away from Chios main harbor), North-Eastern Aegean Sea, 

Central-Eastern Mediterranean Basin, facing the Aegean Sea 

to the North, and follows an amphitreatical building 

construction pattern  which provides clear distant all around 

observing view to all directions, total monthly recorded 

observations from the only one available, operating 

meteorological station, located at coordinates 683091 and 

4250865 (EGSA’87 coordinates system), (altitude ~310 m), 

were analyzed, covering a time interval period of 35 years 

(February 1982 – February 2016) as depicted in Figure 1. 

2.2. The Box-Jenkins model building procedure 
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The statisticians Box and Jenkins (1970) developed a 

modeling method, primarily for financial time series analysis, 

dealing with stationary time series, and fitting either 

autoregressive moving average (ARMA) or autoregressive 

integrated moving average (ARIMA) or seasonal 

autoregressive integrated moving average (SARIMA) models  

 

 

Figure 1. Map of the district of Karyes village, Chios Island, North-Eastern Aegean Sea, Central-Eastern Greece     (Created 

using Google Earth and miscellaneous mapping) 

with the view to discover the most appropriate match of a 

time series data to previous values of the same time series, 

with the view to perform future predictions and forecasts. The 

model-building procedure incorporates the following 

successive stages [3]: 

2.2.1. Model identification and selection 

Verifying the stationarity of the variables, tracing and locating 

seasonality if exists, within the time series data under 

investigation (situation which can be treated by seasonal 

differencing) and interpreting charts of autocorrelation and 

partial autocorrelation functions of the time series data under 

examination with the view to conclude which autoregressive 

or moving average constituent would be the most appropriate 

to take place in the model. 

2.2.2. Model parameters estimation 

Using calculation procedures in order to assay the most 

competent coefficients for the preferable ARIMA model, in 

most cases, by means of computation methods like either 

maximum likelihood estimation or least-squares estimation. 

2.2.3. Model checking and forecasting 

By examining whether the elaborated model complies with 

the requirements of a stationary univariate process, namely, 

the residuals should be independent between each other and 

exhibit constancy in terms of mean and variance along the 

entire length of the time series, as the time passes by; this can 

be carried out by plotting the mean and variance of residuals 

over time and executing a Ljung-Box test or/and charting 

autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation functions of the 

residuals as a means to verify whether the model we built best 

fit our time series data or not. 

2.3. Types of ARIMA models 

2.3.1. Autoregressive (AR) and Moving Average (MA) 

Models 

In an autoregression model, we forecast the variable of 

interest using a linear combination of past values of the 

variable. The term autoregression indicates that it is a 

regression of the variable against itself [4]. Thus an 

autoregressive model of order p can be written as, 

yt = c + φ1 × yt−1 + φ2 × yt−2 +⋯+ φp × yt−p + et (1) 

where c is a constant and et is white noise. This procedure 

resembles a multiple regression but with lagged values of yt as 

predictors. Reference is made to this type of model as an 

AR(p) model. 

2.3.2. Autoregressive-Moving-Average (ARMA) Models 

Instead of using past values of the forecast variable in a 

regression process, a moving average model uses past forecast 

errors within a regression-resembling model building [5], 

yt = c + et + θ1 × yt−1 + θ2 × yt−2 +⋯+ θq × yt−q (2) 
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where et is white noise. We make reference to this type of 

model as an MA(q) model. 

2.3.3. Seasonal (ARIMA) Models 

ARIMA models possess also the ability to model seasonal 

data of a great extent. A seasonal ARIMA model, or so- called 

SARIMA model, is generated by incorporating 

supplementary seasonal components in the ARIMA models 

we have already mentioned above, and it can be written in the 

following form [6]: 

ARIMA (p,d,q,) (P,D,Q,)m (3) 

with p=non-seasonal (AR) order, d=non-seasonal 

differencing, q=non-seasonal (MA) order, P=seasonal (AR) 

order, D=seasonal differencing, Q=seasonal (MA) order, and 

where m=number of periods per season or in other words, 

time interval of repeating seasonal behavior. The seasonal 

components of the model are written by means of uppercase 

letters, whilst, on the contrary, we write the non-seasonal 

components of the model via lowercase letters. The seasonal 

portion of the model is comprised of components greatly 

resembling the non-seasonal terms of the model, yet they 

include backshift operators of the seasonal period. The 

additional seasonal components are multiplied through a 

simple way with the non-seasonal components of the model. 

3. Results 

The primary aim of the present investigation is to find the 

potential patterns of flood and drought cycles occurred within 

the last decade in the village countryside area of Karyes, 

(central sector and north-eastern section of Chios Island), ), 

Chios Island, North-Eastern Aegean Sea, Central-Eastern 

Mediterranean Sea, Central-Eastern Mediterranean Basin, 

Greece, by employing mathematical and statistical models as 

well as by means of time series analysis techniques. 

SPSS, and Stata software packages were employed to build 

and estimate the model parameters of the best seasonal 

ARIMA (SARIMA) [(0,0,0)X(0,1,1)12] model which best fits 

the total recorded monthly rainfall in Karyes village 

countryside area,  (central sector and north-eastern section of 

Chios Island), Chios Island, North-Eastern Aegean Sea, 

Central-Eastern Mediterranean Sea, Central-Eastern 

Mediterranean Basin, Greece. 

3.1. Primordial data analysis 

Primordial time series analysis was carried out dealing with 

total monthly rainfall data recorded from February 1982 – 

February 2016 (35 years) employing the Box-Jenkins 

ARIMA model-building procedure. In the beginning a fairly 

simple time series chart was plotted using the unprocessed 

recorded data (total monthly rainfall data versus time/months) 

with the view to trace, by first sight, whether the mean or the 

variance of the time series either exhibits constancy over time 

or shifts as the time passes by, yielding the following Figure 2 

[3, 7]. 

By first sight, the chart evidences that the time series seems to 

be stationary. By definition, a time series is considered non-

stationary, when its values mean and variance either do not 

exhibit stability over time in terms of mean and variance. The 

ACF and PACF charts inspection can also provide clues of 

trend and seasonality existence. In order to better evaluate the 

ACF and PACF patterns, I selected to specify 288 

autocorrelation lags concerning the total monthly rainfall data 

although Box and Jenkins (1970) suggestion was that the 

estimated autocorrelations number would be calculated for 

k=0,1,…k, should not be larger in value than N/4 (420/4=105 

regarding this particular case study) whilst their 

complementary suggestion that we would need at least 50 

observations is also fulfilled since 420>50. The ACF and 

PACF charts examination shows evidences that seasonality 

trend exists which has to be eliminated with the view to 

achieve stationarity of the time series data. Seasonality often 

results to non-stationary time series owing to the fact that the 

average values along different parts of the time series 

occurring within the seasonal time interval differ from the 

average values along other segments of the same time series. 

A usual practical rule while interpreting an ACF chart is if 

there are designed autocorrelation bars that are larger in value 

than two standard errors apart from the zero mean, then they 

suggest proxy of autocorrelation which is statistically 

significant [3, 7]. The ACF plot reveals alternative positive 

and negative values, decaying to zero, suggesting the use of 

an autoregressive model [8]. In Figure 3, there are several 

charted autocorrelation values, at different lags that either 

extend more (or close to) than two standard errors from the 

mean, represented by the zero value whilst the two continues 

lines designed above and below the zero mean stand for the 

approximate 95% confidence limits. 

3.2. Data stationarity check 

The Augmented Dickey-Fuller Unit Root Test, expressed 

within three different models, was employed and applied on 

the entire total monthly recorded rainfall time series data with 

the view to investigate and verify whether the rainfall time 

series is stationary or not. The Table 1, depicts the outcomes 

of the test: In the first model (intercept only), the test statistic 

value -14.318 is lower in value than critical values, -3.447, -

2.873 and -2.570 all at 1%, 5% and 10% correspondingly; 

moreover, the regression coefficient L1 is negative in value 

(L1=-0.6650758), hence, we can accept the model as a valid 

one. In the second model (trend and intercept), the test statistic 

value -14.465 is lower in value than critical values, -3.983, -

3.423 and -3.130 all at 1%, 5% and 10% in consequence; in 

addition, the regression coefficient L1 is once again negative 

in value (L1=-0.6758335), consequently, the model can be 

definitely considered as a valid one. In the third and last 

model (neither trend nor intercept), the test statistic value -

10.590 is lower in value than critical values, -2.580, -1.950 

and -1.620 all at 1%, 5% and 10% successively; furthermore, 

the regression coefficient L1 is once again for this last model 

negative in value (L1=-0.4269466), therefore, the model can 

be definitely accepted as a valid one. Evidently, after having 

performed, examined and checked all three different 

Augmented Dickey-Fuller Unit Root Tests we concluded in 

all cases that we reject the null hypothesis H0, and we accept 

the alternative hypothesis H1, which declares that the variable 

Y (total monthly recorded rainfall) is stationary and does not 

have a unit root [3]. 

3.3. Data differencing (seasonality) 

Although the ADF test applied on the total recorded monthly 

time series of the raw data revealed it is a stationary time 

series, after examining the ACF chart depicted in the Figure 3, 

we considered that the time series data should be seasonally 
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differenced, (due to a few spikes cut the 95% confidence 

limits), by order D=1, in order to eliminate seasonality [3, 7]. 

3.4. Model identification 

As soon as several tests concerning the total monthly recorded 

rainfall have been completed a few candidate models were 

considered that best meet the criteria and we finally concluded 

that the seasonal ARIMA (SARIMA) [(0,0,0)X(0,1,1)12] is 

considered the most suitable one appearing to have the least 

Normalized B.I.C. (8.420), R.M.S.E. (66.370) M.A.P.E. 

(457.206), M.A.E. (41.194), R-squared (0.370), Stationary R-

squared (0.448)  [3, 7]. 

3.5. Model adequacy and diagnostic tests 

By examining in Figure 6 the autocorrelation and partial 

autocorrelation charts of the residuals we verify that there are 

only a few bar peak values that extend beyond the two 

continuous lines, plotted above and below the zero mean 

which imply the approximate 95% confidence limits [2, 3]. 

 

 

Figure 2. Total monthly rainfall time series plot of the district of Karyes village, Chios Island, North-Eastern Aegean Sea, 

Central-Eastern Greece 

 

Figure 3. ACF and PACF charts of the total monthly rainfall time series data of Karyes village district, Chios Island, North-

Eastern Aegean Sea, Central-Eastern Greece 
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Visually inspecting, an anticipated conventional 6-month seasonal pattern, following a cyclical pattern between the summer 

period during which the recorded rainfall levels are very low or zero, and the winter period during which the rainfall reaches its 

highest levels, cannot be definitely either traced or recognized. Furthermore it should be noted that the performance of the time 

series analysis in the spectral domain, and after having examined the spectral density graph, proved that the largest seasonal 

pattern takes place at approximately 12.00-months time intervals, instead of 6-months intervals [7]. Hence, we conclude that 

charting the ACF plot the seasonality pattern is unfolded which couldn’t be discovered by the simple linear equation describing 

the linear trend line associated with the original raw total monthly recorded rainfall data. This pattern can be easily identified in 

the following Figure 4 (left chart), focusing on the high peak at close the period 12. 

 

Figure 4. Spectral density chart of the total monthly rainfall time series data of Karyes village district, Chios Island, North-

Eastern Aegean Sea, Central-Eastern Greece 

 

Table 1. ADF test on the raw total monthly rainfall time series data (intercept only) of Karyes village district, Chios Island, 

North-Eastern Aegean Sea, Central-Eastern Greece

ADF 

Unit 

Root 

Test 

Number of 

observations 

Test Statistic Interpolated Dickey-Fuller Coefficients 

Test 

Statistic 

(1% 

Critical 

Value) 

Test 

Statistic 

(5% 

Critical 

Value) 

Test 

Statistic 

(10% 

Critical 

Value) 

L1 _cons 

Values 414 -14.318 -3.447 -2.873 -2.570 -0.6650758 41.02688 
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Figure 6. ACF and PACF charts of SARIMA [(0,0,0)X(0,1,1)12] model Residuals of Karyes village district, Chios Island, North-

Eastern Aegean Sea, Central-Eastern Greece 

3.6. Forecasting future values 

Below in the Table 2 are depicted the forecasted values : 

Table 2. Forecasted total monthly rainfall values of SARIMA [(0,0,0)X(0,1,1)12] model of Karyes village district, Chios Island, 

North-Eastern Aegean Sea, Central-Eastern Greece 

SARIMA 

Model 

Sep 

2016 

Oct 

2016 

Nov 

2016 

Dec 

2016 

Jan 

2017 

Feb 

2017 

March 

2017 

April 

2017 

May 

2017 

June 

2017 

July 

2017 

Aug 

2017 

Forecast 33.28 74.59 118.32 181.01 135.56 146.10 107.60 66.20 46.45 21.51 19.14 18.49 

The observed, fit and forecast values as well as the upper and 

low confidence levels with reference to the finally selected 

SARIMA [(0,0,0)X(0,1,1)12] model, are all summarized 

within the chart illustrated by Figure 7 [2, 3, 7].

 

Figure 7. Forecast chart of SARIMA [(0,0,0)X(0,1,1)12] model of Karyes village district, Chios Island, North-Eastern Aegean 

Sea, Central-Eastern Greece 
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4. Conclusions 

After having examined a group of candidate SARIMA 

models we concluded that SARIMA [(0,0,0)X(0,1,1)12] 

model best fit the total recorded monthly rainfall data of the 

village countryside area of Karyes, (central sector and 

north-eastern section of Chios Island), Chios Island, North-

Eastern Aegean Sea, Central-Eastern Mediterranean Sea, 

Central-Eastern Mediterranean Basin, Greece, for the 

period February 1982 – August 2016; Still, it showed poor 

performance to capture high rainfall depths suggesting that 

a ANN model, considering several meteorological 

parameters as inputs and rainfall depth as the output, might 

better simulate the higher forecasted values. 
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